Many viruses can establish persistent infection in their hosts, and understanding viral persistence is of major importance in medical science, virology and ecology. Lytic viruses, which are released from host cells in a burst and lyse (break) the cells, seem difficult to persist [1] [2] [3] . However, not only do bacteriophages persist in bacterial cultures [4] [5] [6] [7] , but lytic viruses related to human or animal diseases often persist in vivo and in cell lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , such as poliovirus 8, 9 , coxsackievirus 10 , foot-and-mouth disease virus 11 , and reovirus 12 . It was pointed out [1] [2] [3] that persistence of lytic viruses requires some reduction of their virulence, e.g., slowing down 3 viral growth/replication. Such slow replications of lytic viruses are often called ``pseudolysogeny" 13 . Indeed, viral replication can be restricted 9, 14, 15 due to mechanisms such as viral genetic variation 16 , defective interfering particles 17, 18 , factors restricting wild-type virus replication 19 , infection of nonpermissive cells 3, 20 or in a nonpermissive environment 1, 3 . Nevertheless, the effect of slow viral replication is not fully explored. Can slow viral replication alone cause viral persistence?
If so, how slow should viral replication be to realize stable viral persistence in dividing cells? When multiple viral strains compete for host cells, which strain will dominate?
We study the within-host population dynamics of lytic viruses in and between cells, and find that steady viral persistence can be established if viral replication rate falls in a certain range, even if there is no external source of uninfected cells, the system is stirred for spatially homogeneity, there is no evolutionary arms race, and no cell can escape from . To be specific we use a representative value L=100 in the discussion below, and other L values give qualitatively similar results.
After viral infection starts in a few cells, the infection spreads to other cells 
and the elements of matrix are
Here the terms containing reflect the rate for to become due to viral replication, the terms containing reflect cell divisions,
is the number of ways to choose i viruses from j ones, and the last term represents the infection of new uninfected cells.
The steady exponential growth rate of the system corresponds to the largest eigenvalue λ of Eq. (1) The fraction of released viruses that can find an uninfected cell to infect and therefore 
Here m runs over all strains, are their replication rates, and are their individual survival fractions if they are isolated from each other, and the dashed line in Fig. 1 presents the relationship between and for every strain. The overall 
and find the growth rate ) (Q , the survival fraction of the system is large, 
. Surprisingly, the strain with a lower replication rate (strain 2) will dominate, and the other strain will be eliminated. If there is a rapidly and a slowly replicating strain, e.g., , then , and neither strain will dominate. Instead the relative population of the two strains will be adjusted such that Overall, a robust prediction for the above situations is that the natural selection pushes the overall growth rate of cells in the system towards , whether different strains are distinguished experimentally or not. The coexistence of strains could have interesting applications. For instance, if the system starts from several rapidly replicating strains, , then all but one strain will go extinct. Surprisingly, addition of one more -slowly replicating ( )-strain will bring these strains into coexistence and prevent any strain from elimination. In other words, the harsh competition or conflict very small. Therefore, the rapid infection assumption is safe except at .
We also assume the resource in the solution is abundant for cells to grow. The change of resource concentration could change the cell growth rate Persistence of bacteriophage in bacteria cultures can be caused by spatial heterogeneity 5, 6 which provides spatial refuges, or evolutionary arms races 38 where cells obtain partial resistance and viruses increase infectivity, or combination of these two reasons An interesting phenomenon 42 in evolutionary biology and ecology, in spirit of ``the tragedy of the commons" 43 , is that a selfish strain outcompetes a less selfish one by using more resources, but then dominance of the selfish strain leads to their own extinction as they exhaust resources. In analogy, viral strains with high replication rates in this study are selfish in using resource. Interestingly, we find that conservation of resources could be beneficial or detrimental to viral infections, and the system evolves towards a balance in spending them.
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